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MONSTER MISCHIEF After some traumatic experiences, Komugi Kusunoki transferred from the

city to start a new life in rural Hokkaido. But on her first day of school, the school heartthrob YÅ«

ÅŒgami blurts out, "You smell good!" Despite the hijinks, Komugi tries to adjust to her new school,

but itâ€™s not long before she stumbles across YÅ« dozing off under a tree. When she attempts to

wake him up, he transformedâ€¦into a wolf?! It turns out that YÅ« is one of many other eccentric

boys in her class yearâ€“and sheâ€™s the only one who knows their secretâ€¦!
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I believe that Yoko Nogiri's manga series "That Wolf-Boy is Mine!" would fall into the category of

shojo -- the focus is on the school years, with strong female characters or a single strong female

lead, that primarily deals with interpersonal relationships and romance. In this case a supernatural

element had been added in the form of a quad of teen boys who are really animals (and a

half-animal) who can take human form and so they have. Why? They love junk food! And I think

they love human culture more than some of them admit.Our lead, Komugi Kusunoki,is a girl who

suffered social death at her previous school and takes the opportunity to move in with estranged



father while her mother is away on business for an entire year. The draw for Komugi isn't connecting

with her father but at the opportunity to start afresh at a new school. I really liked the way that we

are in Komugi's head and can feel her emotions not just through words but through the drawings.

Her feelings and actions seem realistic... aside from discovering that there are animals that can turn

into human form, that is.Of course, animals in human form run a risk of discovery, something the

quad leader is constantly reminding his colleagues about. Each of them should be able to wipe

away the memories of anyone who discovers them and they can also make humans change their

course of action. It has helped them for some time until the new girl arrives.In this first volume we do

not discover the answer to why Komugi cannot be manipulated by these animal-boys mental

powers but otherwise the plot moves fairly fast, declarations of love happen in issue 4!
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